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Warnings Are Binary;
 Decision Making Shouldn’t Be

Low cost and
Low risk mitigation

High cost and
High risk mitigation

Sheltering a family 
in their well-built 
home

Family in manufactured 
home seeking shelter

Moving ICU 
patients to 
shelter

Cancelling 
airport 
operations to 
shelter people

Activating outdoor 
warning sirens

Cancelling 
court activities 

Evacuating a 
football stadium



How can your decisions go from 
binary to informed?

“Shelter the ICU 
because it’s in the 
tornado warning”

“Do NOT shelter the ICU at 
this time. The highest risk 
should pass to the south.”



1. Know how warnings are created 
by NWS Meteorologists.

2. Infer context provided by radar 
and warning box.

3. Use the important information 
contained in warning text.

How can your decisions go from 
binary to informed?



Behind the scenes: How Warnings are created…
1. Select warning type 
2. Put dot on most severe 

part of storm
3. Go back in time and put 

dot on storm to create 
extrapolated motion 
forecast

4. Adjust polygon for the 
expected area of severe 
hazard(s)

5. Select exact hazard(s) and 
other information from list

6. Generate text & send

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1q4Cp-I5N8u_o5uCsuC2p5gL0-H6ec9IZ/preview


Line Of Storms

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1AmNHN4xndtZCoTQcTKdQFaysKsQEIB66/preview


Updating Warnings

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1OkL9KRulzWgSGUVxWxSk_JQ7y8ES4Ob5/preview


Warning Sizes & Timing

East at 55 mph

East at 5 mph

“Long” warnings are a sign of fast storm motion



Warning Sizes & Timing

20:00
20:12
20:24
20:36
20:52

Each tick mark tells forecaster 
the location every 6 minutes

Time to 
prepare

Imminent



Deciding the 
final polygon 
extent

Forecasters assess 
uncertainties with 
current and future 

storm motion



WIND

HAIL

Deciding the 
final polygon 
extent

Forecasters assess 
uncertainties with 
current and future 
hazard types and 

locations



Deciding the 
final polygon 
extent

Warning polygons can’t be 
expanded once issued, so 

forecasters tend to be more 
generous with size when 
uncertainty in movement, 

evolution, and hazard 
location is high



Review
● Forecasters are tracking the worst part of the 

storm and using its previous motion to anticipate 
impacted areas.

● There is almost always more time to make 
decisions at the opposite end of a warning 
polygon.

● Forecasters can’t expand warning boxes so initial 
warnings tend to have a more generous buffer 
zone for uncertainties 30-60 min later.



Threats Inside a Warning Vary in Time, 
Space, and Magnitude



Could Be Multiple Severe Threats In One 
Polygon Box

● Softball size hail in 
core of storm

● Quarter size on 
north side of storm

● 60 mph winds on 
south side of storm

1”

2-5”
60+ 
mph



70-80 mph50-60 mph

Different Magnitude Threats In One Box

● 50 - 60 mph 
winds with 
outflow boundary

● 70 - 80 mph 
winds with core 
of storm



● One needs to know a little about radar 
interpretation and storm structure to know 
where exact hazard types and magnitudes are 
expected.
○ We offer a basic radar interpretation 

course for EMs! (Video on YouTube already)
● NWS Meteorologists will provide updates in 

NWSChat of where and when significant 
hazards are located.
○ If they haven’t, ask in NWSChat

Review



Warning 
Text

Type of Warning & 
What counties?

Until when?

What’s the Hazard?
Source?



“Pathcast”

A description of 
locations and time 
the hazard will be 
near

 “Tag”



How does the 
pathcast get 
generated?



How does the 
pathcast get 
generated?





WIND

HAIL







Cities listed in 
Pathcast are where 
the worst of the 
hazard is extrapolated 
to track over



Review
1. View warning polygon and warning updates for situational/spatial 

awareness
a. Does this warning cover my area?

2. Check the “tag”
a. Does this criteria meet my decision making threshold?

3. Check pathcast section for the expected most impacted locations and 
time
a. Is my location or a nearby one listed?
b. Do I have time to wait and see how the storm evolves before making 

some of my decisions?
c. If in a downstream gray area, monitor NWSChat or ask if you have 

questions.



Monitor radar 
and warning 
polygons for 
situational 
awareness

Check 
warning tag 
(posted in 
NWSChat)

Check pathcast text 
to see locations 
expected to be most 
impacted by hazard

Is my 
location 
in this 

warning?

Is the 
hazard’s 

magnitude 
important 

for my 
decision?

Is my 
location or 
a nearby 

one in the 
pathcast?

Do I have 
time 

before I 
have to 

make my 
decision?

Execute 
Decision

No

No

No, but I’m 
not sure

Utilize NWSChat 
for assistance

Yes

Yes

Ye
s

Yes

No
No

Monitor warning updates, 
radar, and NWSChat for 
changes in area and intensity


